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The museum is not for-profit social service agencies,mainly include
collection,exhibition,and education of several major functions.purpose of the study of
social education is research about collections of museums and the meaning of
existences.University museum as the distinctive in the museum system in china
continued development in the 21st century.Social service function and education
function of the university museum has attracted the attention of many people and
research.The Museum of Humanities and Arts,as an extremely important of the
university museum,is different from the museum of natural science and
technology.The Educational Work has a significant impact on the realization of its
educational function.With the arrival of the new media era,the university museum
education has made many progress.But there are still many shortcoming such as less
exhibitions,less educational activities,lack of flexibility in the publicity
mechanism,foreign exchange platform to be improved,explain the system to be
optimized,lack of audience survey analysis.Through the author's investigation and the
literature, this paper expounds the history and development of the education of the
university museums in our country, and makes a reflection on the background of the
university museum.This paper analyzes the current situation of the missionary work
of the museums of humanities and art colleges and universities in China, and gives
concrete suggestions on how to improve the institutional setting, educational service,
propaganda system and how to expand the educational resources and educational
forms.I hope this article can contribute to the education of our university museum.
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